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The Cheney Energy Plan:
Technically Unsound and Unsustainable
BY ARJUN MAKHIJANI

I

n May 2001, a task force led by United
States Vice-president Dick Cheney
issued a report entitled National Energy
Policy: Report of the National Energy
Policy Development Group. An alternative
title is provided inside: Reliable, Affordable,
Envi~onmentallySound Energy for America's
Future. The report is often called the
Cheney Plan for short. It is on the Internet
at http://www.whitehouse.gov/energy/.It
has unleashed a flood of debate on energy
policy questions. This debate has been
needed for some time for a number of
reasons:
A wind farm in Minnesota. See page 9 fo7 information on wind energy
b U.S. emissions of carbon dioxide, the
potential in the United States.
principal greenhouse gas, are at record
highs and rising, in contrast to those of
the Euro~eanUnion and. in recent vears,
. .
even Chiia.
b The rising world demand for ~ iand
l
growing U.S. oil imports are occurring in
BY MASAKO SAWAI1
the context of a renewed politicalmilitary crisis in the Middle East, both
allowing the sodium leak and fire at Monju fast breeder
as regards Israel-Palestineand Iraq.
reactor in December 19952, Japan switched the focus of its
There is also an emerging competition
nuclear fuel cycle policy from fast breeder reactor developbetween the United States, Russia, and
ment to MOX (mixed oxides of plutonium and uranium) fuel
possibly China over the oil and gas
use at tight water reactors. The MOX plan is commonly called the
resources of the Caspian-Central Asian
~lu-thermalprogram in Japan. While fast breeder reactor (FBR)
region (including Iran).l The U.S.
development has been hindered mostly by technical problems, the
imports about 55 percent of its oil
plu-thermal program has been met with great diff~cultydue to
requirements. At about 11 million
As such. there are manv. ~-e o ~. leven
e,
strone local o~~osition.
barrels a day imports, it is,
among the nuclear promoters, who
. by far, the world's largest oil
back a "once through approach.3
importer.
However, neither the utilities, the
Japanese government, nor the
b Utility deregulation has
JEER Energy
produced chaotic condicountry's Atomic Energy CommisPolicy Recommendations ................
sion have ~ l a n to
s end their
tions, indudiie electricity
promotion of the plu-thermal
prices in ~alifornia,that .
were literally unthinkable at
Wmd Energy Potential
program.
inthe US. ......................................
In fact, as part of the pluthe start of the year 2000.
The highest reported price
thermal program, several facilities
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was $3,880 per megawatt-hour. That is almost 40 times the peak
;
.
price of about $100 per megawatt-hour considered appropriate as
the upper l ' i for peak electricity power charges prior to deregulation. Even at the extremely high price of natural gas at $10 per
million Btu (British thermal units), which prevailed briefly last
.
winter (it is just over $3 at the time of this writing, July 2001, and
was $2 in early 2000), a reasonable maximum price of peaking power '
would be about $200 per megawatt-hour. A good deal of peaking
power can be generated for much less.

:

.
While the Cheney Plan devotes a substantial proportion of its
pages to renewable energy sources, efficiency, equity, and environ,
.
ment, the recommended actions in these areas are minor, and place
all of these issues at the margins of energy policy. Reduction of
.
emissions of carbon dioxide is not a part of the plan, which mentions voluntary measures by corporations in this regard. The
National Energy Policy does not mention the Kyoto Protocol, the
: international treaty to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.2 which thg
United States has signed but which the Bush administration has
rejected. The United States is responsible for about 25 percent of the
.
world's greenhouse gases. (See the chart on the following page for a
comparison of U.S. greenhouse gas emissions to those of other
countries.)
The central focus of the plan (to be found in Chapter 5) is increas.
ing energy supply using coal, oil, gas, and nuclear energy. Comple: menting that supply focus, in the related chapters 7 and 8, are infrar
structure developments and foreign policy measures. The following are
some of the practical highlights of the National Energy Policy:
,
b Oil and natural gas: The proposed policy would (i) open up federal
.
lands to drilling for oil and gas, notably by reducing "restrictions"
currently placed on such drilling; (ii) open a part of the Alaska
National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR) for oil and gas drilling (the U.S. .
Geological Survey estimates oil reserves there to be between 5 and 15
biion barrels of oil); (iii)encourage drilling in offshore Arctic areas
off Alaska; (iv) consider measures for reducing "risk associated with .
production [of oil and gas] in frontier areas," and "incentives" such i
as reduction of royalty payments to the government from new
offshore oil and gas production; (v) promote "enhanced oil and gas
recovery from existing wells through new technology.''
t Coal: The proposed policy would provide $2 billion for research on
clean coal technologies and "provide regulatory certainty" that
would make it easier to invest in coal burning for electricity
generation. This appears to be an implicit reference to potential
regulations on carbon dioxide emissions that have been a source of .
: concern to the coal industry.
b Nuclear power: The proposed policy would "support the expansion
of nuclear energy in the United States as a major component of our .
national energy policy." This support would include (i) easxer relicensing of existing nuclear power plants beyond their design
)
of new nudear power plants at
lifetimes, ( ~ iencouragement
existing nuclear power plant sites, possibly without any new
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environmental impact statement process, (iii)encouragement of research in a new form of reprocessing
called pyroprocessing, in order to promote development of "advanced nudear fuel cycles and next
generation technologies for nuclear energy" (p. 5-17).
This is an implicit reference to the Integral Fast
Reactor, which is a sodium-cooledbreeder reactor
with a pymprocessing plant attached to it. The plan
also advocates foreign collaboration on commercial
nuclear fuel reprocessing, with countries such as
France. The nuclear energy part of Chapter 5 also
states that a new reactor type called the Pebble Bed
Modular Reactor has "inherent safety features" (p. 516), but does not mention any of its safety vulnerabilities. (See Dear Arjun column on page 13 for a
discussion of this reactor.)
Electricpownplants:The plan advocates that the
United States should build between 1,300 and 1,900
new electric power plants by the year 2020 based on
projected demand. (The standard power plant size
assumed appears to be 300 megawatts.)
I n f r a s ~ r eNew
:
natural gas and electricity transmission lines would be encouraged by granting rights
of way on federal lands and by new "legislation to
grant rights-of-way for electricity transmission lines,
with the goal of creating a national transmission grid."
This would create federal power to acquire land for
interstate commerce on a basis similar to current law
for natural gas pipelines (pp. 7-7 and 7-8).

:
:
:
:
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One overall provision would tilt the entire federal
decision-making process towards energy supply. In the
supply measures portion of the summary, the plan
recommends that the president "[i]ssue an executive
order directing all federal agencies to include in any
regulatory action that could significantly and adversely
affect energy supplies a detailed statement on the
energy impact of the proposed action" (p. xiv). For
example, if a new national park is to be created, then
its energy impact will have to be examined. There is no
corresponding provision on the energy demand, or
efficiency, side of the equation.
The plan falls far short as regards renewables,
efficiency, distributed grids, and decentralized combined generation of heat and electricity (called cogeneration, which is often far more efficient than producing
heat and electricity separately), even though these
measures could increase energy efficiency by the
criterion of the second law of thermodynamics. (For a
description of the second law of thermodynamics, see
"Dear Arjun" in Science for Demomatic Action vol. 6 no.
3, March 1998.) For instance, while the plan goes into
detail about reducing regulatory and institutional blocks
for oil, gas, and nuclear energy, it does not make a
single recommendation in this regard for distributed
grids. It completely ignores an excellent study produced
by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory of the
Department of Energy, published in July ZOOO,3 which
provides extensive documentation of such regulatory
and institutional barriers to cogeneration,
renewable
SEE CHENEY ON PAGE 4
ENDNOTES. PAGE 6

Total Aggregate Greenhouse Gas Emissions in CO Equivalent,
1990 and 1998 (in gigagramr, or millions of kifograrns)

w

3

.

Source: United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, National Communi~tionsfromParties Incluhd in Annex I to the Convention:
G e P n h m e Gar Inventmy Datafrom 1990 to 1998, FCCC/SBI/2000/INF.13 (TheHague.Netherlands: United Nations.
11 October 2000), ac-ed
via h n p : / / a r a n u . d c c c . i n t / m o d g h g / t ~an 3 Au-at 2001.
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energy generation, and other decentralized power plants
that would fit into distributed grids. The resistance of
major power companies to such projects, expressed in
the form of unreasonable charges for backup power
supply for instance, continues to be a major problem, as
it has been for decades.
The Cheney Plan would provide tax credits and
subsidies for certain efficiency improvements and
renewable energy sources. It would:
Enact new legislation to provide a tax credit for
cogeneration.
b Continue the 1.7 cents per kilowatt-hour subsidy for
wind-generated electricity.
Provide a tax credit for hybrid cars and fuel cell cars,
both of which are more efficient than standard
gasoline vehicles. Hybrid cars, which use gasoline as a
fuel, run part of the time on batteries charged by
. energy recovered, for instance, during braking.
k Allocate $1.2 billion of the money that the U.S.
government would get from leasing ANWR to oil
: companies toward research and development funds
for renewables. This money would not be available if
ANWR is not leased.
D Provide some modest tax breaks and credits in other
.
areas, such as solar energy.
t Continue certain information programs to encourage
greater energy efficiency and use of renewable energy
sourees.

.

:r

:

The plan also recommends that the Secretary of
Transportation recommend whether and what mileage
I standards for vehicles (known as Corporate Average
Fuel Efficiency, or CAFE, standards) might be established after taking into account a new study by the
National Academy of Sciences. The study, released on
July 31, 2001, suggested a number of measures to
increase efficiency standards but made no firm recom1 mendations.'
The CAFE standard for passenger cars is currently
27.5 miles per gallon (rnpg) and has not been tightened
since model year 19855,even though gasoline fueled
: cars using hybrid technology that get 60 mpg are now
commercially available. Diesel hybrids can reach up to
100 mpg with current technology. The CAFE standard
for light trucks (a category that includes sport utility
: vehicles, cargo vans, minivans, and pickups) has
increased only gradually since the mid-1980s and is
now only 20.7 miles per gallon.

:

:
:

Overall evaluation of the plan

:

The most notable accomplishment of the plan is that it
has made energy into a central topic of national
discussion at a time when such debate is urgently
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h e fdow~ngcntena d met multaneod)! could
esuh in an environmentally sustinable and economically viable energy systm fDFthe M i Sates.
I. It must ba raliable.
!. It5 cast sbuld be reasonable.
I. It should net produce routine seven pollution.
I. It skudd be possible to abnost wholly conhe the
envkorrmndal and s ~ u r i t ycab of the e n q y
system to the generations benetking hit In
other words the system should be menatie to
cost intemaliumOn.
5. tts core functions should be resilient t o supply,
transportah, transmission, and economic shoc

needed. The topic has been sorely neglected on a
bipartisan basis for the last two decades. But the
substance of the ~ l a is
n technically unsound and
unsustainable. It neglects the fact that the energy
system consists of complex interactions between the
aspects of supply, distribution, conversion (from fuel to
electricity), and utilization system. It would considerably increase carbon dioxide emissions, when large
decreases are needed.
Specifically, the plan takes no account of the fact
that the efficiency of energy use in the United States is
still very low, despite some improvement over the past
25 years. By measures related to the second law of
thermodynamics, the efficiency of many parts of the
energy system, such as lighting and heating, and cars
and sport utility vehicles ( i just the human loads are
taken into account), is in the one to ten percent range.
Some criteria by which to evaluate the Cheney Plan or .
any other energy plan are shown in the box. It is d'icult
to match the last three criteria, as a group, to the first
three. For instance, nuclear energy creates large quantities of plutonium and relies on reactors that can have
. ca-ophic
accidents that would pollute the land for
,
uncounted generations. As another example, the p m t .
global energy system emits more than 6 biion metric
tons of carbon (in the form of carbon dioxide to the
atmosphere), but the natural absorption capacity is about ,
half that. Both these systems fail the sustainability test.
C-tly,
the world's reliance on the Persian Gulf
;
region has created a vulnerability to shocks and is also
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unsustainable. The region has been a major flash point

u

. for global conflict for over half a century and remains so.
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The addition of the Caspian region to this mix, which is
also part of U.S. oil policy, will not alleviate the problem,
but rather may increase nuclear dangers, due to the
added potential for U.S.-Russian confrontation.
Recently, the U.S. energy system, which had historically met the fnst two criteria - reliability and reasonable cost - seems increasingly unable to do so, as
witness the wild swings in natural gas prices and the
extremely unreasonable electricity prices that most
Californians have had to pay over the past year.
The Cheney Plan will not solve these major problems. For instance, creating a national electricity grid to
facilitate the transmission of electricity by large-scale
generators will not necessarily address reliability
problems and may aggravate them. Low reliability
arising from a lack of reserve capacity was the main
reason for the power problems in California. Deregulation created a situation in which power producers had
no responsibility to maintain reserve capacity, and the
regulators had no resources to do so either.
A completely unfettered electricity generation sector
that has no responsibility for transmission or for reserve
capacity would increase costs and be prone to unantici~ a t e dbreakdowns. It would also increase transmission
losses and will likely be less energy efficient. Reliability
requires that large-scale private (and public) power
producers have a responsibility for providing or paying
for the maintenance of reserve capacity and for channeling power along efficient, relatively predictable
routes. A free-for-all in generation on a large scale,
across the continental United States, is a recipe for
continued economic and technical problems. The
Cheney Plan does not propose to impose any rules of
good behavior on large-scale generators. Therefore, it is
unlikely to create a reliable system that will have
reasonable and predictable costs. Transmission capacity
and location, reserve capacity, and the consuming
system need to be coordinated with generation in order
to get a reliable system overall.
It would be far better to mix small-scale plants that
are close to the consumer or are on the consumer's
premises and interconnect them to regional grids, which
also have large-scale plants on them. Such systems are
called distributed grids. These can be connected to
regional grid systems, which already exist and only
need modest improvement, as for instance between
southern and northern California. Such a system of
regional hybrid grids can be joined with regional
renewable energy sources on a large scale. It would be
far more reliable and environmentally sound than
creating a national grid.
The Cheney plan opens up the questions of resum-
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ing reprocessing, establishing plutonium-fuelled
reactors, and building new reactors in the United States
after a hiatus of a quarter of a century. Reprocessing
- and plutonium-fuelled
reactors would throw overboard, without serious national debate, non-proliferation
. policy that has been sustained on a bipartisan basis
through five presidents.
Moreover, nuclear energy is a poor choice for the
future for reasons that have been discussed at length in
IEER publications and prior newsletters. For instance,
in Science for Democratic Action vol. 6 no. 3 (March
1998), IEER published a comparison between nuclear
power and natural gas as ways of reducing greenhouse
gases by replacing coal-fired power plants. This
comparison shows that moderate natural gas prices and
. an adequate natural gas supply are important in the
transition period to a long-term sustainable energy
. system based only on renewable energy sources. Hence
considerable increases in the efficiency of natural gas
. are essential. It is also likely that some added production of natural gas will be required. This can come
from (i) a reduction of natural gas flaring abroad and
imports of liquid natural gas, (ii) added domestic
production from wells not associated with petroleum,
and (iii) added imports from Canada and Mexico.
The Cheney Plan would greatly increase oil drilling,
but it would not effectively address oil supply vulnerabilities. Even if all potential new reserves that are now
economical at about 15 dollars a barrel of oil are added to
USA reserves, U.S. oil reserves would remain well under
50 billion barrels. (Current proven reserves are 21 billion
barrels and ANWR may add as much as 10 billion to
. this total; some estimates are considerably lower.)
Middle Eastern proven oil reserves are well over 600
. billion barrels. Even more important, the cost of oil
production is very different in different parts of the
. world and a central part of the inflexibility of the
current systems. It costs only about one dollar per
. barrel (42 gallons) to get oil out of the ground in Saudi
Arabia, compared to between 10 and 15 dollars per
. barrel in many other regions (including the United
States). The flexibility of this system to economic
. shocks cannot be increased by increasing supplies of
relatively high cost domestic oil, since downward price
shocks can occur through simple increases in production in low cost areas. However, opening up ANWR
will likely achieve one goal - up to as much as $100
billion in total profit for oil companie~.~
Nor will energy security increase measurably. US.oil
consumption is currently about 7.5 billion barrels per
year (20 million barrels a day). If demand ~ontinuesto
increase at somewhat over one percent per year, the
United States will be importing about three-fourths of
its oil in twenty years, even if ANWR is opened UP and
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States and in some other countries has been to provide
subsidies and tax breaks to alternative energy sources.
supplies as much as one million barrels a day. This will
This approach is also favored in the Cheney Plan.
,
However, tax breaks and subsidies are a poor way to
put a strain on the global oil supply systems economiachieve a sustained increase in renewable energy
cally, politically, and militarily. It will also increase
carbon dioxide emissions. This is not only unsustainable, . sources and highly efficient technologies, since they
tend to lock in higher cost technologies and provide
it is a recipe for conflict. In other words, this policy
insufficient incentive for investment in technology
would mean that the many conflicts that are, in fact,
development. Further, tax breaks are too uncertain and
already going on in the Middle East-Persian Gulfpolitically vulnerable, which is a source of uncertainty
Caspian-Central Asian region would likely w o r ~ e n . ~
for investors.
As noted above, technology to increase efficiency to
.
IEER therefore recommends that instead of tax
between 60 and 100 miles per gallon for cars is availbreaks and subsidies for new renewable energy developable today. Annual consumption of gasoline can be
ment and efficient technologies, the government's
reduced to less than four million barrels per day, over
resources should be directed to the establishment of
the next forty years compared to the present 8.5 million
If the government
barrels per day, if progressively stringent standards are : appropriate procurement policie~.~
provides a steady market for wind generated electricity,
set on a schedule compatible with capabilities of
solar electricity, cars meeting efficiency standards, and
manufacturers to install new technologies. This possible
. distributed generation in federal buildings with interreduction takes into account a doubling of car-miles.
Mandating CAFE standards for cars and light trucks
connection obtained at reasonable prices, then the
overall nature of the marketplace will be affected
together is preferable to taxing gasoline and diesel,
positively. Open bid each year for such commodities
since fuel represents a relatively small part of the
overall cost of operating a car (though the most visible . would also encourage private sector research and
development investments to reduce costs. The federal
on a day-to-day basis). Taxing gasoline is also regresgovernment can also provide grants to states and local
sive because it most affects middle income and poor
governments designated for such purposes, as it does
people adversely. For these reasons, it is more efficient
and equitable to achieve efficiency by requiring manu- - for a variety of other purposes, for instance sewage
treatment plant construction and educational program%&
facturers adopt efficient technology.
Historical experience shows that car makers seem to
remember safety when the issue of mileage standards is : 1 Michael Klare. Rcroune F n : The New Londrmp of Globnl Conj7kt (New York: Metropohtan Bwks, 2001).
raised and seem to remember mileage when the issue of
2 See Sciencefor Demomatic Action "01.6 no. 3 (March 1998) pp. 8-10
reducing emissions of noxious gases, like nitrogen
for a discussion of the provisions of the Kyoto Pmtcal. See also the
oxides or hydrocarbons, is raised. In practice they have .
artide by Kevin Gurney in that issue for a dincussion the green. .
house qas problem. The issue can be accessed on-line at http:// ;
needed government action to set standards for all
wvrw.ieer.org/ensec/no05/index.hd.
three - emissions (other than carbon dioxide).
.. mileaee.
- .
and safety. All three can and should be simultaneously
3 R. Brent Mderfer.M. M&EldridpP
andThomasJ.Stam, M&w
Connectias: Care Shuliw of InterconnsctionBam'ms and thei~Impact
mandated by the government. Setting achievable
on Dishibuted Poturn ProjectE, NREL SR-200-28053 (Golden, Colostandards well in advance also encourages research and
rado: National Renewable Energy
.. Laboratory,
. M a y. 2000, as revised
in July 2000).
development on new technologies, such as new strong
4 Committee on the Effectiveness and Impact of Corporate Average
materials to reduce the weight of cars and increase
Fuel Economy (CAFE) Standards, E f f e c t i m s and Impact of Cmsafety at the same time.8
pmate Amage Fuel Economy (CAFE) Stmdardr (Washington D.C.:
CAFE standards are needed to force manufacturers
National Academv Press,. 2001).
.
to use the best available technology for whatever cars or .
us D~~~~~ ,f T
~Bureau of ti^^
~
sta~
light trucks they make and sell in the same manner that :
tistics. National T ~ ~ ~ p o r t & n S t o ~ ~ ~BTSOI-01
2 0 0 0 , (Washing.
ton. D.C.: U.S.Government Printing Office, April 2001), table4-23,
laws were needed for seat belts and airbags. Standards
aecesredviahttp://w1vw.bts.gov/ntda/nYp/N~99/&W&p~/
should be set simultaneously for effiaency and safety
4 - 2 3 . h d on 1 August 2001.
since the track record of manufacturers shows that
6 This
a $10 per barrel profit for a
recoverable re.
are reluctant to incorporate either without government
serve of approximately 10 billion barrels (see http://geolog.
pressure. They seem to worry about safety most when
cr.us@.~ov/~ub/f*-8h=~/fs-0028-01).
.
the issue of efficiency standards is raised. Their current
7 Klare. 2001, op. cit.
resistance to mileage standards is a case in point.
8 Far information on acient cars, safety, and latest technical devel.
opments see, for instance,the web site of the R d y Mountain InstiReasonable costs for environmentally sound techtute, wwurrmi.org.
nologies requires that the cost of many new technologies be reduced. The traditional approach in the United : 9 However, subsidies for existing renewable energy and energy efi- .
dencyinstallatim, whiCh~faCtoredintothedesignOfthePrOje,
.
should be continued to prevent these projects from being shut.
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are planned or already in operation. The Tokai Repro-

. cessing Plant began full operation on 20 November

2000 after being shut down for over three-and-a-half
years following the fue and explosion at the facility's
bituminization plant in March 1997.' In December
2000, the operator of Monju, shut down since the 1995
incident, asked Fukui Prefecture and Tsuruga City to
agree that it should apply to the Ministry of Economy,
Trade and Industry for the safety review of its remodeling plans for Monju. The construction of Rokkasho
Reprocessing Plant, to be completed by July 2005,
continues at an accelerated pace.
The Rokkasho Reprocessing Plant
The Rokkasho Reprocessing Plant is being constructed
in Rokkasho Village, Aomori Prefecture, by Japan
Nuclear Fuel Ltd.. and financed by major Japanese
electric power companies and the nuclear industrys, for
the purpose of processing spent fuel from Japanese i i b t
; water reactors. About 35 large and small concrete
buildings will be built on about 3.8 million square
meters of land. Each buildine will consist of four
underground flwrs and four flwrs above ground, and
thus half of the plant is being built underground. The
.
total distance of pipes which connect the fa&tles will
amount to about 1,500 km.As of the end of March
2001,64% of the plant's construction had been mitiated
Because of the subcontracting system particular to the
Japanese wnstruction industry, there are about 1,000
companies involved in the construction, and about 7,000
construction workers working around the dock.
Though the plant is still under construction, the
spent fuel storage pool has already been completed
The maximum storage capacity of the pool totals 3,000
metric tons of uranium, or tU (1,500tU each for boiling
water reactor and pressurized water reactor spent fuel)
The transportation and storage of spent fuel at the pool
began in December 1999. About 1,600tU of spent fuel
is expected to be stored at the pool by the time of the
completion of the plant.
Rokkasho Reprocessmg Plant will use the PUREX
method, which dissolves spent fuel in mtric acid and
separates uranium, plutonium and high-level waste.
The plant's annual capacity is 800tU, with a daily
maximum capacity of 4.8tU, and will annually separate
about 5 metric tons of fissile plutonium. Maximum
burn up of the spent fuel to be reprocessed at this ~ l a n t
is 55,000 megawatt days thermal per metric ton of
uranium (MWdth/tU). The average burn up of spent
fuel reprocessed within a day will be under
45,00OMWdth/tU. The spent fuel will be cooled for
more than a year before it arrives at the plant, and must
1 be cooled for more than four years before it is sheared
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Plant's process

As with the Tokai Reprocessing Plant, operated by the
Japan Nuclear Cycle Development Institute (JNC), the
main process of the Rokkasho Reprocessing Plant is
based on technology imported from France and is
modeled after the French company COGEMA's UP-3
Plant located in La Hague, France. Other parts are
based on technology adopted from various countries.
As shown in Figure 1 on page 10, the plant consists
of the following processes: receiving, storage, chopping
(shearing), dissolving, separation, refining (purification), denitration, storage of product uranium and
plutonium, and solidification (vitrif~cation)of highlevel radioactive waste. In most cases there is one
building for each process. Technology for main processes like chopping, dissolving, separation, and
refining is provided by COGEMA's subsidiary SGN.
The plant is a mosaic of technologies from overseas
and domestic companies. Technology for high-level
liquid waste treatment and acid recovery is provided by
British Nuclear Fuels, plc (BNFL), iodine removal
technology by Germany's KEWA, uranium-plutonium
denitration technology by JNC, Mitubishi Materials,
and Toshiba, high-level liquid waste vitrification
technology by JNC and Ishikawajima-HarimaHeavy
Industries, and spent fuel storage pool technology by
Hitachi, Toshiba and Mitsubishi.
The basic blueprint for the main processes adopted
from SGN was re pared by SGN itself, but blueprints
for the processes with technology from other overseas
companies and domestic companies were prepared by
SEE R O K K A S H O ON PAGE 10
ENDNOTES PAGE I 2
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The Baker's Dozen

of phasing out nuclear power plants as their licensed

assess the energy impact of their projects and to consider
developing their own local generation systems that would

lifeclmes end, unless safety dictates a faster shutdown of

be connected to the grid.

Adopt sustainable energy system criteria, including the goals

specific plants, and reducing U.S. carbon dioxide emissions

8. The Bush administration should ask the National Renew-

by 50 percent over the next forty years.

scale wind resources can be brought to play a major role in

standing committee on the second law of thermodynamics

the electricity system in the next 20 years and in the overall
energy system (via hydrogen production) in the two

that would evaluate the energy system annually and
recommend what fundamental research needs t o be done

decades after that (See next page for IEER's description of
wind energy potential.)This study should also address the

develop new energyrelated technologies with far

potential of offshore wind energy in the United States.

greater efficiencyFor instance, this committee would
recommend what materials research is needed to improve

9.

the efficiency of heat exchangers under conditions of small
temperature differences. (For a description of the second
law of thermodynamics, see"DearArjunWin Science for
DemocmticAdion vol. 6 no. 3, March 1998.)

;

Ask the National Renewable Energy Laboratory t o d e w a
pilot program for hydrogen generation and use that would

Mandate stringent fuel efficiency standards increasing

enable a realistic evaluation of the methods by which a
transition to a hydrogen economy based on renewable

10. The U.S.government should re-affirm its policy of no
reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel and adopt a policy of

CAFE standard that includes all passenger vehicles (includ-

specific plants.

Establish stringent efficiency standards for appliances.

I I. Establish a cask force that would study the potential need
for natural gas to be a fuel that would enable the United

Dedicate about $5 billion per year for federal purchases of
renewable energy, efficient vehicles,and advanced energy

States and the world to transition t o a sustainable energy

conversion technologies (such as fuel cells) for federal use

system by 2050.This task force would look at places where

and resale and provide a similar sum annually to states and
local governments for the same purposes.

natural gas not associated with oil may be produced in an
environmentally safe way and how such gas would best be
used to reduce carbon dioxide emissions and phase out

6. Re-establish federal and state regulation of generation

Action vol. 6 no.3. March 1998).

connect t o the grid. Severe financial penalties should be

12. The United States should take the lead in urging major oil

assessed for failure t o comply and especially for any
deliberate subversion of the regulations, since the damage

companies to completely end the flaring of natural gas in
.

establishment of a distributed electricity grid would be

federal government am'on and vigilant enforcement

7. All major residential and commercial real-esme developers
as well as major industrial projects should be required to

SCIENCE FOR DEMOCRATIC A C T I O N
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nuclear power at the same time. (See Science for Demwotic

requiring reasonable rules for small power generators to

Laboratory (full cite in endnote 3 on page 6). should be
expeditiously removed by a combination of local,sme and

n

licensed lifetimes. unless safety dictates a faster shutdown of

be simultaneously mandated.

July 2000 report by the National Renewable Energy

:

phasing our nuclear power plants at the end of their

ing light trucks) by 2040. Stringent safety standards should

greatThe roadblocks to distributed grids, identified In the

.

energy sources can be made.

progressively to the equivalent of 100 miles per gallon for a

to society from continued institutional resistance to the

:

able Energy Laboratory t o do a detailed study of how large-

Request the NationaiAcademy of Sciences t o establish a

to

:

oil-exporting developing countries such as Nigeria within
the next three years. instead of being wasted by flaring.this

.

.
.

.

resource should be used domestically in those countries
and possibly also exported for the purpose of reducing
greenhousely
.
- emissions.

1

13. All local, state and federal jurisdictions should require

.

utilities to esrablish iust-in-time elecvicitv efficiency
, olans.
(See A i u n Makhijani and Scou Saleska, Nuclear Power
Deception (NewYork Apex Press, 1999), chapter 9.)
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Large-scale Wind Energy Development in the United States

w

he Cheney Plan' goes into great detail about
oil and gas, as well as electricity hansmission infrastructure that would make it easier
for large companies to generate anywhere
and sell anyplace. However, it provides no
quantitative analysis of the enormous wind
energy potential of the United States. The top
twelve states in terms of wind energy potential
after land use exclusions, such as national parks
or areas with dense populations, is shown in the
table. The wind potential of many other states is
considerable, but is lower than the ones listed
below due to a combiiation of factors such as
wind speed, population density, and/or other land
use restrictions.
Only about one-and-a-half percent of the
potential wind resources in these top twelve states
would, over 40 years, be equivalent to the entire
oil reserves of the Alaska National Wildlife
Refuge (assuming they are as much as 10 billion
barrels). Of course, the wind energy potential
would still be available after that, while the oil
reserves would be exhausted.
A development of the wind energy potential
on a significant scale would require the development of transmission infrastructure to feed wind
generated electricity into high voltage transmission lines and the infrastructure of some new
transmission line corridors in some states. The
most expedient approaches in the short term may
be
- - to
~- connect Wvomine.
,
-. Montana. and New
Mexico westward, and the Midwestern states
with high wind potential to the east.
For more information on wind energy, see
IEER's 1999 report, Wind Power Versus Plutonium: An Examination of Wind E m g y Potential
and a Comparison of Offshore Wind Energy to
Plutonium Use inlapan. A summary of this
report can be found in Science for Democratic
Action vol. 8 no. 1 (November 1999).

Wind Energy htential,TopTwelve S t a t e s

(land use exclusions accounted for)

~~

:

1. Also known as National Enngy Policy: Report of rha Nntumol
E n m u P o l h De~rlopmontGoup (May2001). The report is
available on.line at hnp.//w.whitehause.go~/enerrgy.

Source: An Arrvrment oJ the Avnilnbb Windy L a d Area a d W i d E w g y Potnttinl in the Contigum United States, Pacific Northwest Laboratow, 1991,
ar cited in AmericanWmd Energy f i a t i o n , "TheMost Frequently Asked
Questions About Wind Energy," accessed via http://wwxawea.mg.

Notes in table:
a. Electricity generation in 1999= 3.690 billion kWhe (kilowatt-hourelectric)

b. The totals for the intMonn&ed regions are approximate since the regions
do not correspond exactly to sgteborders.ERCOT (ElectricReliability Council of Texas) indudes mast of Texas, but excludes a part of the Texas panhandle. Transmission is m e n d y cmrdinated within the Interconnect regions.Wmd energy totals indude only the wind potential for the listed states.
Actual totals would be higher if the potential of the states not listed is included. Offshore wind potential would haast totals in all three resions.
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Japanese companies. Due to Japan's earthquake prone
nature, it was necessary to also add anti-seismic designs
to the blueprint. Thus Japanese companies made the
necessary alterations and additions to the blueprints for
aseismic purposes, and were also in charge of detailed
designing, manufacturing and installing of aseismic
equipment. This complex and confused process
resulted in mis-transcribing of designs, and a number
of missing or faulty parts have been discovered as the
construction progresses (described below).
The ~ l a ndiffers
t
from the reprocessing plants in
France and England in that it will produce mixed 50%
plutonium and 50% uranium oxide (MOX) as the end
product, whereas French and British plants yield
uranium oxide and plutonium oxide separately. As a
non-proliferation measure, Japan is forbidden under the
US.-Japan Nuclear Agreement6 to extract plutonium
from uranium supplied by the U.S. Most of Japan's
spent fuel includes uranium from the U.S.

:

:
:
:

COGEMA, BNFL and technological cooperation
Partial test operations using water and vapor began in
April 2001 at completed parts of the Rokkasho Reprocessing Plant to identify cracks, holes and problems with
welding and connections of pipes. Tests and test operations using uranyl nitrate solution and subsequently
spent fuel dissolved in nitrate solution will continue until
the planned completion of the plant in 2005. For
example, the confirmation tests for the chopping and
dissolving treatment building alone involves literally
millions of check items to confirm whether that part of
the plant is precisely built according to the blueprint.

Spent nuclear fuel
receivinglstorage

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

The inexperience of Japan Nuclear Fuel Ltd. UbFL)
and the fact that the plant's technology has been adopted
from various companies pose serious concerns about the
construction and operational safety of the plant. On 26
February 2000, it was reported by the Daily Ehoku and
the To-o Nippo Newspaper that a storage tank for low-level
radioactive liquid waste and two temporary storage tanks
for high-level radioactive concentrated liquid waste
brought into the plant were lacking important parts due to
Hitachi staff's rnis-transaibing the blueprint.7 For
example, the aseisrnic support for the inside of the highlevel concentrated liquid waste storage tanks were inversely installed. Such defects are a result of the confusion
between SGN and Japanese companies following the
drastic alterations that were made to the original blueprint
in order to lower cost after construction beffan in 1993.
JNFL's incompetence regarding quality control is clear,
and it is highly possible that there are various problems
with other parts of the plant and equipment?
In 1987, JNFL signed the Technology Transformation Agreement with the French company SGN, and
the General Framework Agreement with U.K.'s BNFL.
JNFL has requested COGEMA to send about 50 and
BNFL to send a couple technical assistants during the
test operations until the plant's completion. Since last
year, COGEMA technicians and their families have
begun to arrive in Rokkasho, and a "French Village" is
being constructed in the vicinity of Rokkasho Village
where houses are being built especially for the French
technicians.
Together with technology transfer, plant operator
training is proving to be a serious task. JNFL expected

Separation'

Iodine removal3

Treatment of high-level liquid waste1

Packinglstorage of low-level
waste (claddings, etc.)

Vitrification4/Storage of high-level
wastelfission products

Source.JapanNuclear Fuel Ltd

S C I E N C E FOR DEMOCRATIC A C T I O N
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SEE R O K K A S H O O N PAGE I I
ENDNOTES PAGES 12

Shearing and dissolving'

Product storage'
(uranium oxide products
and uranium-plutonium
mixed oxide products)

;

0I
Denitration'

Purification'

Technology im
I.SGN (COGEMA's subsidiary)
2. BNFL
3 KEWA
4. JNC
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covering the rising construction cost. JNFL is going
further into debt by continuing the construction of the
reprocessing plant, and it is very likely that Rokkashomanufactured plutonium will be the world's most
expensive.

to accomplish technology transfer by having Japanese
workers trained at facilities of COGEMA and BNFL in
addition to JNFL's mock reprocessing facility, JNCS
Tokai Reprocessing Plant and test facilities of the
The proposed MOX plant and its problems
domestic nuclear industry. Training at domestic facilities
is limited since it is conducted at mock or test facilities
. While the construction of Rokkasho Reprocessing
or at the Tokai plant which does not use the technology
Plant progresses, concerns are intensifying over the
with which the Rokkasho plant will be equipped. JNFL . possibility that the plutonium separated at the plant
is negotiating with COGEMA to get its operators
will become excess. To amend this situation, Japan's
trained at COGEMA's UP-3 plant, but the negotiations . Federation of Electric Power Companies and JNFL
have been met with difficulty. As a condition for such an
decided to build Japan's fust commercial MOX plant.
arrangement, COGEMA is requesting training fees of
.
Plans call for the MOX fuel fabrication plant to be
about 100 million yen9 per trainee, in addition to new
constructed in the vicinity of the Rokkasho Reprocesscontracts for the reprocessing of Japanese spent fuel. The . ing Plant. The two plants would be connected to each
two have not finalized this plan.
other with an underground trench through which MOX
. powder will be transferred. This large-scale plant is
The world's most expensive plutonium
projected to have an annual processing capacity of 130
According to the original licensing application, submit- . metric tons of heavy metal (t-HM), and to begin
ted in 1989, the Rokkasho plant was to be completed in - operation in 2008 or 2009. Like plants in Belgium and
December 1997, but the completion date has been
I France, the MIMAS method13 was chosen as the
postponed four times. When construction began in
manufacturing process. The total construction cost is
1993, the completion date was set at January 2000 and
estimated at 120 billion yen.
the total construction cost was estimated at 760 billion
The plutonium enrichment level of the MOX fuel
yen. In 1996, due to construction delays, the projected
manufactured at the proposed plant would range from 5
completion date was moved to January 2003, and the
to 10%. The plant would use the 50:50 uranium/
construction cost re-estimated at 1.88 trillion yen .
plutonium MOX powder manufactured at the
Then in 1999, the completion was projected to be July
Rokkasho Reprocessing Plant as raw material. The mix
2005, and estimated construction costs soared to 2.14
would be diluted by adding depleted uranium stored at
trillion yen (about US$20 billion) - three times the
the Rokkasho Enrichment Plant. Fuel pellets would
original estimate. The construction cost is expected to
then be manufactured and fuel rods prepared.
rise further by the time of the plant's completion.
Because plutonium is involved with MOX fuel
JNFL has not released an estimate of the plant's
manufacturing, neutron emissions increase by about
10,000 times and gamma-ray emissions increase by
projected reprocessing cost which takes into account this
about 20 times compared to the manufacturing process
rise in construction cost. It is estimated by the Japanese
of uranium fuel. Thus, strict safety control is necessary,
Agency for Natural Resources and Energy that reproespecially to set up measures for shielding and trapping
cessing at Rokkasho will cost around 351 million yen per
of radioactive materials, heat management, and criticalmetric ton of spent fuello, which would be about one
ity control. The 1999 criticality accident at JCO's Tokai
and a half times the reprocessing costs of BNFL and
plant, which claimed two lives, exposed local resident to
COGEMA." There are other estimates with higher cost
neutrons and forced residents within a 350 meter radius
projections, the highest being 500 million yen per metric
of the plant to evacuate, is still fresh in the minds of
ton of spent hel.12 Because of Germany's decision not
. the Japanese public.
to continue reprocessing, COGEMA and BNFL might
In addition since this raw MOX will include rebe forced to lower their reprocessing costs and thus force .
trieved uranium, unlike MOX plants in England and
Rokkasho's expensive reprocessing cost to be even more
. France, the protection of workers and the public from
non-competitive. [Editor's note: This MOX fuel will be
strong gamma-rays from daughter nuclides of uraniumat least 20 times more expensive than LEU (low enriched uranium) fuel. French MOX fuel is about 5 times . 232 and uranium-236 will pose a considerable challenge. The Rokkasho MOX fuel fabrication plant is
more expensive than LEU fuel.]
. burdened with the necessity to have fortified shielding
According to its fmancial report for fiscal year 1999
structures and stricter control over worker exposure
(April 1999 to March 2000), released in June 2000,
. than other MOX plants.
JNFL was 500 million yen in the red after taxes. This
As if tagging behind the industry's plans, the
financial report included the utilities' annual allotment
payment of 12.5 billion yen for the construction of the
SEE ROKKASHO O N PAGE 12
ENDNOTES PAGES 12
Rokkasho Reprocessing Plant, but this allotment is not
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FIGURE 2: HISTORIC A N D
PROJECTED JAPANESE P L U T O N I U M
INVENTORIES, IN METRIC T O N S

ROKKASHO
FROM PAGE I I

Nuclear Safety Commission (or NSC, Japan's counterpart to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission) is
hastily preparing safety review standards for the
licensing of the commercial MOX plant in order to set
standards by the end of this year. Moreover, discussions on the review standards include talk of possibly
using plutonium oxide as raw material in addition to
50:50 MOX. Should this become a reality, it may be
that Japanese-owned plutonium extracted and stored
overseas would be returned, since under the U.S.-Japan
Nuclear Agreement, Japan cannot extract pure plutonium in the country from most of its spent fuel. The
use of plutonium oxide at a large-scale plant in Japan
poses serious safety and proliferation risks and is not
something to be taken lightly. Citizens must keep a
watchful eye on the NSC as it prepares the safety
review standards.
Meanwhile, plans to use MOX fuel in Japan are
reaching a dead end. As of May 2001, none of the
MOX fuel transported since Fall 1999 from Europe to
Japan has been used due to BNFL data falsification
02001 CNIC
,
scandals and strong local opposition." Utilities had
4 For badrgmund information on the 1997 Tokai Reprocessing Plant
planned to begin irradiating MOX at light water
incident. see NuQ Info Tokyo Nor 58. 59 and 63.
reactors in Fall 1999. At the moment, none of the
5
Including Toshiba. Hitachi and other companies.
country's reactors have fixed dates for the loading of
Full title is Agnnnmt jm Cooperation between the Grmmment of Ja6
MOX fuel. Even if the plans had progressed according
pan and the Gmmmmt of the United Statw of America Canc~ning
to original targets, the projected demand for plutonium
Peaceful User of Nuclear Energy (1988).
until 2010 would be 30 metric tons, in comparison to
7 JapanifonnerSoeneeandT&olosy A p c y m n d u d a n hmtiga.
the projected supply which is 55 metric tons - a
don into thir matter and d e a d "Repon on the h d q a t i o n of the
Failure to Equip F'arts at J72FL''s Repmc&q F d t y " in Mard,2000.
serious surplus of plutonium. (See Figue 2.)
There is strong criticism inside and outside Japan
8 Acmrding to the To-o Nippo Newspaper and the Dnily Tohoku, on 19
November 2000 all cooling ckculation pumps temporarily failed at
over the country's plans for domestic reprocessing and
the spent fuel storage pool of the Roklrasho Reprocessing Plant. In
MOX manufacturing. The 1999 JCO criticality
the 14 April 2001 issue of the Daily Tohob, it was reported that
accident, MOX fuel data falsification scandal, and other
swnt fuel was accented into the olant's stora.ewal after beinenoat&ned one day by &e governor of Aomori F&tue
due to ;;urnscandals involving
- concealment and manipulation of
ber of problems discovered with the venulauon system of the spent
information concerning the 1995 Monju breeder reactor
fuel storage building. The 20 May ZOO1 issues of the T0.o Nippo
incident and the 1997 Tokai incident have made the
Sewspaper and the Dail, Tohokr. reported that craeki were round m
the concrete of some of the completed parts of the plant's buildings.
.
-ra~anese~ u b l i cincreasinelv ske~ticalof nuclear
technology and the nuclear industry. The government's . 9 In the last decade, theexchange rate averaged 114 yen per U.S. dollar.
10 Written answer of theJapanese PrimeMinister, dated 16 Mav 2000. .
blind promotion of plutonium use, despite such
to a question submitted by s d o ~ h h i mamember
,
ofthh~ouse
skepticism and local opposition, will meet further
of Councilom
delays and difficulties.
'

A

A

'

:
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-

1 Masako Sawai is a staff member of the C i W Nuclear Information Center (CNIC) who special& in the nuclear fuel cycle. She
wrote this article in May. 2001. Gaia Hoerner of CNIC kanslated
the article from .
Japanese
and helned edit it.
.
2 For background information on the 1995 Monju breeder reactor incident,
C N I a bimonthly n-letter
NuQ Infa Tokyo Nos. 51
."A
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In the "once through" approach. the policy of the U.S. and Canada,
spent nuclear fuel isnot reprocwed. The nudear fuel cydeapproach
i n d u d - r e p ~ e s s i n g ( t h e ~ ~ o n bumandplutoniumfrnm
of
spent nuclear fuel in order to create new nuclear fuel). France. England, and Japan have a nuclear fuel cycle policy.

'

,

:

11 JAERI-Research 2001-014: IAERI, An analysis on the e m i a of
plutrmi~rnqcle.
~ a p a n ~ t o m i ~ & " g y ~ - & i n s t i t u t e ~ ~200i.
~~~),
12 m i
E~~~ ~ d i ~13iSeptember
~ ~ , 1999 issue,
13 MIMAS (Mlcronized MASter blend) method: A method where
'
MOX fuel is manufactwed bv, blendine ~lutaniurnand tsranit-m hv
ball milling. This method was developed by BelpnnudeaLe and has
beenused at COG^^^^ M E L Oplant
X as d.bUsetheblending involves
separatesteps, it
,,mb~em8~ththehOmoce .
neity of plutonium, causingthe formation of plutonium spots. Gnd e r d mnditions, plutoniumspotninthevidnityoffuelcladdings
can cause them to rupture.

14 ~h~ MOX fuel inventory consists of 60 assrmblies or 15.2 me&
tons ,,fboiling water reactor
and assemblies 3,7
tons
of p
r water reactor
~ fuel. ~
SEE ROKKASHO ON PAGE 16
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www.ieer.org/reports/npd7.html.You can also learn
some pretty nifty nuclear physics and nuclear reactor
basics on IEERb web site (visit our On-Line Class. What are these PBMRs I keep hearing about? It
- mom at http://www.ieer.org/clssroom/'index.html), in
sounds like a peanut butter candy bar, but I know
case you want to go into the reactor business these
it has something to do with itcommonly found
days, seeing as how it's so hot and politically approved
in nature, like pebbles and Bushes. Can you help?
: and all. (But that doesn't guarantee you'll make any
money.) The PBMR is a variant of the HTGR.
Baffled in Bethesda
HTGRs are cooled by helium gas, which is inert.
They use graphite as a moderator (instead of water,
which is the moderator in most existing nuclear
Dear Baffled:
reactors). Graphite is also used in Chernobyl-type
(RBMK') reactors, which are water-cooled, and in
PBMRs are not candy bars, but you are partly right.
. British Advanced Gas Reactors, which are cooled by
They do contain peanut butter. PBMR is an adult treat:
carbon dioxide. Some graphite-moderated reactors use
it is Peanut Butter Marbled with Rum.
slightly e ~ i c h e duranium fuel; others use natural
One
night
some
representatives
of
the
nuclear
uranium.
Descriptions of various reactor types can be
;
establishment ate too much of the marbling in the
found on IEER's web site at http://www.ieer.org/
reports/npd-tbl.html.
PBMR. As a result, they got quite happy, started playing
with the acronym, and landed on something really
One large-scale, 330-megawatt-electrical, HTGR has
been built in the United States - the Fort St. Vrain
wonderful: a nuclear reactor. They initially thought of
calling it the Pebble Bush Modular Reactor, because the : reactor in Colorado. It was a commercial failure and
fuel elements are Like round !kits on a
was closed in 1989. It routinely faced
bush. But that was before the last election,
operating problems and had a forced outage
T"a FBM" Ir
rate of over 60 percent. Its lifetime capacity
or whatever. So now PBMR stands for
Pebble Bed Modular Reactor. The Indian
VgPlunt 01 1,bo (iR factor was only 14.5 percent. Baseload
power plants, l i e nuclear power plants, are
version of this will be the PBNMR, or
normally designed to have capacity factors
Pebble Bed of Nails Modular Reactor (just
of 75 percent or more. Cost calculations by PBMR
kidding). My advice to you, Baffled, is to just call it The
Pebble Bed, and try to remember that this is not about a : advocates use a 90 percent capacity factor (see for
instance, presentation by Andy Kadak at http://
camping vacation along a dry stream in the Rockies.
One
of the letters PBMR is MPBR.
www.min.uc.edu/nuclear/kadak/sld05l.h~).
The designers of PBMRs claim to have learned
This is how it is called by the joint research team
lessons from experience. In the PBMR, the hot helium
composed of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT) and the Department of Energy's Idaho National . drives a turbine directly, reducing the chances for
water-graphite contact. There is a secondary water loop,
Engineering and Environmental Laboratory (INEEL).
. however. The water is used to cool the helium gas
DOE has designated the latter as the lead lab for the
government's efforts in the field of commercial reactor : before it is sent back to the reactor. The water usage
would be lower than in light water reactors, since the
research and development.
projected efficiency of the PBMR is higher. For the
The PBMR, l i e most new reactor ideas, is a
- South African promotional site on the PBMR, see
. reincarnation of an old reactor idea. (All the reactors
http://www.pbmr.co.za/.
, you've ever heard about and then some were dreamed
PBMRs would have uranium dioxide fuel coated
up in the 1940s and 1950s.) In this case the old idea is .
'the "high temperature gas reactor" or HTGR, that then : with silicon carbide and pyrocarbon. The fuel would be
fabricated into tiny particles, Like grains of fine sand,
was proposed in a modular version, known, of course,
called microspheres. In a PBMR, a larger size container,
as the MHTGR. If you purchase a copy of IEER's
- 60 millimeters (a little less than two-and-a-half inches)
book, The Nuclear Power Deception, you will find an
in diameter, is fded with these fuel grains. These fuel
andy& of the MHTGR in it, including safety issues.
.
balls
continuously flow through the reactor, and are
But, dear Baffled, if you are broke, I'll send you a free
copy. Or you can just look at the entire section on
SEE D E A R A R J U N ON P A G E 1 4
ENDNOTES. PAGE IS
HTGRs of that book on our web site, at http://
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The proportion of components designated as
"safety-related in the proposed PBMR, and therefore
subject to more stringent inspections, would be just
mixed with balls made of graphite, which is used as a
. about 15 to 20 percent, compared to between 40 and 50
moderator. There would be 360,000 fuel balls, or
pebbles, per reactor core, each containing 11,000
percent for light water reactors. The smaller number of :
inspections may make the plant cheaper to operate, but
microspheres of fuel, for a total of about 4 billion
it may also render it more vulnerable to accidents. The
microspheres per 110 megawatt reactor. There would
Three-Mile Island accident started with a "non-safety"
be neutron absorbing balls and six control rods,
component, a valve in the condensate system inadvertaccording to the proposed design. About one-third of
ently closed. It was the thirteenth time in a year that a
the pebbles would be discharged from the reactor every
non-safety component in that system had caused a
year. These figures apply to a design being considered
reactor trip. Since it was a "nonby MIT and INEEL.
component, it was not
British Nuclear Fuels, owned by
rnd Brillsb, !natu~r safety"
insDected, Had it been a safety
the British eovernment, alone with
other corporate partners, as well as
Pniis: pna a.tbri
:,jft component, it would have been.
.
While the design of PBMRs
the national South African utility,
d ~ t d ~ l ~!t~ #~ ~ U U I I # ~ A!B~b!R~ ,U U would avoid fuel meltdown type
ESKOM, are in the process of
loss of the coolant
designing a 110 megawatt-electrical
ia. ,Be
in:~$ohth A,fflcr accidents, aproduce
rdiolo~~
PBMR to be built in South Africa.
cal consequences. PBMRs will
It would be a demonstration plant
contain graphite, which could catch fire if air enters the
the consortium hopes will become the basis of a large
core after a loss of the helium coolant. Further, a loss
export industry Such a plant would have a power
- of coolant accident that involved a breach in the
output equal to about one-tenth that of a large, light
separation between the helium and water circuits poses
water reactor that is now common. Hence the term
a risk of steam-graphite reactions, which generate
"modular."
The PBMR seems the latest nuclear industry
: carbon monoxide and hydrogen, which would give rise
attempt to sell new, improved, "inherently safe"
to a fue hazard.
reactors. This is an inherently misleading term. No
1
In sum, PBMRs have their own safety vulnerab'ili.
- ties, specific to their design, and should not be called
commercial PBMR has actually been built and operated. A small German pilot reactor operated for 21
: "inherently safe." Note that the PBMR proponents still
years and operated at 70 per capacity factor, according - want the government to insure their reactors under the
Price Anderson Act. Quite a show of
to the promoters of the PBMR (hrcp://
www.pbmr.co.
conf~dencein its inherent safety, wouldn't .
za/2-about-the>bmr/
80
YO" say B a e d ?
2-8b+unddtotothegbmr.htrn).
The
If the reactor is built without a
b1.9 i ~ t ~ l l baee
l y ,, built
.
: experience with HTGRs is decidedly
secondary containment, as has been
mixed. The one large HTGR in the
proposed, this could result in a large
'toil ojararad
; United States, the Fort St. Vrain reactor,
release of radioactivity. If it is any
had quite a lot of problems and was
consolation, the amount of radioactivity
; prematurely shut. PBMRs were proposed in the 1990s , in the reactor core per unit of power produced is lower
as possible reactors to use for waste transmutation. (See - than with other reactor designs, because the fuel
'
Sciencefor Democratic Action vol. 8 no. 3, May 2000,
pebbles flow continually out of the reactor and are put
for a description of IEER's transmutation study.)
into storage while new fuel pebbles are fed at the top.
An analysis of the safety issues related to such use
This reduces the inventory of short-lived radionuclides,
. of PBMRs is ~rovidedin a 1996 study on transmuta- . such as xenon-133 and iodine-131, that might be
.
tion by the National Research Council of the National
released in the event of a severe accident. It is very
Academy of Sciences. That safety analysis does not
. questionable that a modular reactor of 110 megdwatts
directlyapply since the operating conditions and fuels
could be made economical if a secondary containment
would be different than the proposed PBMR. However, . were required, as it should be. It is important to
it is noteworthy that the study concluded "At this stage . remember that the secondary containment was the
of its conceptual development, there is little informa. single feature that prevented the Three-Mile Island
.
tion about the safety features of the PBR [Pebble Bed
. accident from releasing vast amounts of radioactivity
Reactor], its dominant risk factors, or its environmental
that would have made it more comparable in scale to
impact." The study further stated that "It is not dear
Chmohvl.
.
-- -- ..
how the core [of the PBR] would react to any event
SEE DEAR A R l U N ON PAGE I S
that may interrupt the flow of helium coolant."2
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PBMR is BNFL, the British government-owned
company that has admitted that some of the plutonium
MHTGRs are more vulnerable to terrorist attack
: oxide-uranium oxide (MOX) fuel that it sent to Japan
than light water reactors (see Nuclear Power Deception). . had fabricated quality control data.
It is unclear if this vulnerability of MHTGRs would
Finally, there are a number of questions associated
. with PBMR waste. While PBMRs would reduce the
also apply to the PBMR since a detailed design is not
available.
amount of waste volume per unit of power production,
PBMRs would use fuel enriched to a considerably
there would still be an enormous of amount of radioachigher level than present-day power reactors. Figures in
tive waste that would result, posing the familiar
the lange of 8 to 20 percent have been proposed, with the . problem of what to do with long-lived radioactive
former being the currently favored number.
waste. Further, the interaction of the
carbon
and silicon carbide-coated fuel
While such 8 percent enriched uranium
P B Y bhlrra
~ thatr
cannot be used for making nuclear weapof the PBMR with the repository
ons, it would take far less work to make
$lfdtj'
environment has not been studied in
..
. ,vlll~~~tBilltl#h
. .
weapons grade uranium from PBMR fuel
any detail.
~ j b i i f f r i'10 thlr db~ign,
than from light-water reactor fuel (less than
Despite the ,st number of the
5 percent enrichment).
aiould bo alllo$,
~ b l e m s r e l a t i n gto the waste being
About 20,000 PBMRs would be
.
..
generated by the current crop of power
needed over the next four decades or so
reactors, the Bush administration and
Yinb,irbntfy:$at@
to make a contribution to global electricthe nuclear industry seem set to
ity supply that would have a significant
encourage new reactor orders without a
impact on carbon dioxide emissions. Allowing a decade . significant social debate about where the waste would
for reactor development (a very short time, considering - be put. Yucca Mountain, even if it were to be licensed,
none have been built), that would be almost two reactors : is prohibited by law from accepting more than 70,000
per day being brought on line for thirty years after that.
metric tons of spent fuel and is unlikely to be able to
: accommodate vast new amounts of nuclear waste even
Quality control for so many reactors and their regdaif it were to be licensed.
tion would be essentially impossible. Further, were a
: In sum, Dear Baffled, I conclude that PBMR =
design problem found in the PBMR a decade or two
MBRP,for which the non-mathematical explanation is:
after the hectic construction phase began, it would
: If we go ahead with the Pebble Bed Modular Reactor,
become economically prohibitive to fuc it.
- society May Be in a Real Pickle.
Fuel production for 20,000 units would have to be
about 25 trillion microspheres per year. How the
Yrs. etc.
quality control would be implemented for such a huge .
supply of a relatively novel fuel would be a crucial
Arjun, a.k.a. Dr. Egghead
issue for the PBMR. In this context, it is worth noting .
that one of the corporations leading the charge for the
:
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; IEER would Wle to thank Dave Lochbaurn of the Union of Concerned Scientists for his review of a draft of this article and for the many useful

suggestions he made. Dear Arjun retains responsibility for the wntents of this missive, however.
1 Russian aannym for Reactor Bolshoi Moschnosti Kanalynyi "ChannelizedLarge Power Reactor.''
- 2 Cornmimion on Geosciences, EnvLonment, and Resources of the National Research Cound of the National Academy of Sdences, ~uclear
Wmtes: Technologiesfor Sepamtionr and Trnmutation, Committee on Sepavtionr Technology and Trnmutation Systm, (Washington, DC: National Academy Press. 1996). p. 292.
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The comsponding issue of hew & Semty, IER's i n t w d m a l nuwdBtter;sharld have b Q ~ &
n =itifid
re Energy
& Security No. 17, not 1 6 lo it was listed in the last im of Sdence fx Demo& Aaion ( 4 . 9 no. 3. May NW I).
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS R E G A R O ~ N
M~O X
Plans for all three Japanesenuclear power plan- that
were Kheduled for the loading of MOX M have
been postponed.First the 1999 BNFL data falsificahan
scandal msulted in the postponement of MOX fuel
badhg Into theTakahama plartt, located m Fukui
Prefeaun Second, ~nFebruary 2001, the Fdushhna
Covernor postponed the l d l n g of MOX fuel at
Fukushima 1-3 in Mushima Prefecture, and in May
establish@d a commmee to canpnhenslvdy review
tke Psercrgy poIiqThi~d
m a referendum
hdd on 27 May 2001 in KuiwaVillage, located m
NugaW Pnfecture,a myonty voted against the use of
MOX fuel. Subsequently,Tdcp E6ectnc accepted the
viflage ma@ request to postpone the Coadmg of
MCX fwd at the Kash~wazatcl-Kmwaplant or@nally
schcdukd to ~ACS piace this wmmer.
Following the
on MOX use by
Fuku&irna and Nit@ Prefeduw,the head &the
M i ~ s b of
y E c ~ ~ m y T and
d e lrpdushy (METI) Wsrted
the perplexed Garcmor of the Aomon prefect^ in
Jirm2001 to assum hm that domc;tu mproaswng
and MOX w WIU be prsd as n+tK?Adpolicy
Hownnc the MSlt was p l d mo* because of the
goyunmentk and utilities' desirc to secm kkkasho
Rs,wcesung Plant as a stwage kcillty for domestic
spent fuel.
The portpomment of MOX fuel use due to strong
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fN JAPAN

and the utllNes. Hmve~;instead of

Odbsing public oplnm, the government an
m b q haw chosen to eorgaruze their efforts in
order to further pmmote MOX use md the nuclear
furl n / c k T h METl ,Weratm of E k c t r ~Power
Canpan% and rnyor electric companies IlkeTokyo
Elednc and K a ~ s u&&c are establishing a number
of orgwzatrms to p m o t e better local subsdw an1
otfw m t i w programs.
Cn B~e20Ql,theJapm
N u c k Cycle Develop
mentkxMuteapp4edtotha~mmentforthe~kt
m e w of ts remodellog p h for the Monju fast
breeder reactor,whch rt cpctatesThe p h shut
dOWn5ilKethe 1%5lOdhikakWldflfire,~illbe
rernodded Md restuted when tha rnndehng plyK
pars the nafitty iwcew.
On 21 June 2Cg)l.the KanwaVillage Assembly
adapted a msdaion calling on the lapame gownmerftto -the
rewitoftherefolendumhdd on
MOX use on 27 My.The Japanese government is not
expected to mpond
On 28 Jum200 I, METI'SAdrrsury Cmmttce k31.
Natusal h w r c ~ and
s
Energy, &wed a report on
Japan's future nmey pohq it recommends the
cmstNction of 10 to 13 new nuclear power plants
a drast~crovaim of the prwllour report on energy
poltcy r e h e d in 1998 which mornmended building
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